Children are recognized as having heightened susceptibility to the adverse effects of environmental chemicals, compared to adults with similar exposures ([@R16]; [@R23]; [@R25]). Of particular concern in this respect are possible neurologic deficits associated with mercury (Hg) exposure, including impairment of the developing central nervous system (CNS) along with attendant personality, cognitive function, and behavioral disorders ([@R8]). A current major challenge is the identification of those children who may be uniquely susceptible to Hg-mediated neurological deficits because of genetic predisposition.

Among the biological variants likely to be associated with altered susceptibility to Hg toxicity are enzymes affecting the processing of neurotransmitters that mediate behavioral functions known to be compromised by Hg exposure. Notable among these is catechol-*O*-methyltransferase (COMT, EC 2.1.1.6), a ubiquitously expressed enzyme that maintains basic neurologic functions by deactivating catechol substrates (epinephrine, norephinephrine, and dopamine) and catecholestrogens ([@R41]). The human *COMT* gene is located on chromosome 22q11, where it encodes two distinct proteins, soluble COMT (S-COMT) and membrane-bound COMT (MB-COMT), via alternative promoters and translation initiation sites ([@R36]). S-COMT is found mostly in peripheral tissues, whereas MB-COMT is predominantly expressed in the CNS ([@R37]). The specific cell and tissue distribution of COMT isoforms conforms largely to that of its catechol substrates. In the CNS, the prefrontal cortex, a region that is primarily involved in integration of cognitive functions in humans ([@R26]), is particularly dependent on COMT to terminate the action of synaptic dopamine (DA). Notably, COMT methylation accounts for approximately 60% of total DA turnover in the prefrontal cortex, compared with approximately 15% in other brain regions ([@R18]). Genetic variants or other factors that modify COMT activity may, therefore, exert a substantial effect on DA-dependent neurobehavioral processes.

Studies in humans demonstrated that polymorphisms that modify the catalytic activity of COMT are associated with a number of neuropsychiatric disorders ([@R31]), as well as with deficits in process-specific psychological functions such as cognition and brain metabolic activities accompanying neurobehavioral tasks, particularly in children ([@R1], [@R2]; [@R12]). Many of these association studies focused specifically on a common functional missense mutation (G \> A) in exon 4 of the *MB-COMT* gene (*COMT* rs4680, minor allelic frequency \[MAF\] = 0.3892), producing a transcriptional substitution of methionine for valine at codon 158. This val^158^ met polymorphism decreases COMT enzymatic activity by more than fourfold ([@R22]), allowing DA to remain active in and around synaptic clefts substantially longer. Studies demonstrated that cognitive function, particularly on more complex tasks, improved in proportion to the increased availability of frontal DA associated with the met^158^ allele ([@R4]). Conversely, higher synaptic DA levels associated with met^158^ may heighten affective responses to negative stimuli and reduce coping ability ([@R21]). Recent studies report that more inclusive haplotypes involving other common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the *MB-COMT* gene acting in concert with rs4680 may more definitively characterize susceptibility to COMT-dependent neurologic processes, including those affecting myogenous temporomandibular (TMD) pain sensitivity ([@R13]; [@R30]) and cognitive function in children ([@R2]). SNPs of particular interest in this respect include rs6269 (MAF = 0.3718), an A \> G transition in the P1 promoter region; rs4633 (MAF = 0.3892), a C \> T transition encoding a his^62^ his in exon 3; and rs4818 (MAF = 0.3228), a C \> G transition encoding a leu^136^ leu in exon 4, which together affect changes in these phenotypes by encoding mRNAs with alternative secondary structures that display differential levels of COMT protein expression ([@R30]).

The aim of the present study was to examine the hypothesis that the genetic variants of *COMT* (rs4680, rs4633, rs4818, and rs6269) that, individually or in combination, have been reported to alter neurobehavioral functions that are also affected by Hg would modify the adverse neurobehavioral effects of Hg exposure in children. In addition to evaluating these specific *COMT* variants, the hypothesis that *COMT* haplotype classification was significantly better than *COMT* val^158^ met genotype classification in terms of predicting increased sensitivity of children to Hg neurotoxicity was also investigated. Because previous studies ([@R44], [@R42], [@R43]) suggested possible gender-related differences in Hg toxicokinetics and susceptibility to Hg toxicity, these assessments were made independently in boys and girls.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s2}
=====================

The Study Population {#s3}
--------------------

The current study included 330 subjects who participated as children in the Casa Pia Dental Amalgam Clinical Trial ([@R9]; [@R10]) conducted between 1996 and 2006. Participants in the clinical trial included 279 boys and 228 girls, aged 8--12 years at baseline, who were students of the Casa Pia school system in Lisbon, Portugal. Children were initially randomized to Hg amalgam (treatment) or composite resin (control) dental treatment groups. Subjects were evaluated at baseline and at seven subsequent annual intervals following initial dental treatment using an extensive battery of neurobehavioral assessments ([@R27]). Follow-up data were obtained on a similar number of subjects in each treatment group. Baseline urinary Hg concentrations were 1.5 ± 1.2 (0.1--7.7) and 1.4 ± 1.1 (0.0--8.6) µg/L for amalgam and composite groups, respectively. Mean urinary Hg concentrations by treatment group and by gender for each year of the clinical trial were previously described ([@R44]). A detailed description of the study design and methods, including factors measured over the course of the study and how these factors were considered in constructing analytical models, has been published ([@R9]).

Neurobehavioral Tests {#s4}
---------------------

A comprehensive neurobehavioral test battery was used in this analysis, including measures from the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT), subtests from the Wide Range Assessment of Visual Motor Abilities (WRAVMA), the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-III (WAIS-III), the Wechsler Memory Scale for Adults-III (WMS-III), Standard Reaction Time, Finger Tapping, Trailmaking A and B, and the Stroop word, color, and word-color tests. The validity and rationale underlying the use of these tests in the clinical trial, as well as the baseline neuropsychological performance of all subjects, have been described ([@R27]; [@R38]).

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} lists the 22 neurobehavioral tests that were assessed and presents their means and standard deviations at their last year of administration (yr 7). Tests are organized within the behavioral domains that were evaluated in the clinical trial ([@R10]). Arrows depict whether the test score increases or decreases in magnitude with improved performance. Diminished or adversely affected performance associated with Hg exposure or gene variant status is described as occurring in the direction of impaired performance, whereas enhanced or beneficially affected performance associated with either of these variables is described as occurring in the direction of improved performance. The Comprehensive Test Of Nonverbal Intelligence (CTONI; Portuguese translation) was given to each child at the beginning of the clinical trial to obtain a measure of IQ at baseline. Social and cultural issues associated with measurements and interpretation of IQ test results among children in cross-cultural contexts have been previously described ([@R27]; [@R43]).

###### 

Neurobehavioral Tests Assessed With Mean Scores for Year 7 (Final Year of Clinical Trial)

  Test/domain                                 Test abbreviation   Measure[^*a*^](#T1-FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Boys, *n* = 120, mean (SD)   Girls, *n* = 119, mean (SD)
  ------------------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------------------
  Attention/Concentration (7 tests)                                                                                                           
   Stroop Test--Color,                        Stroop-Color        Number correct ↑                               66.16 (11.67)                69.25 (10.39)
    Word                                      Stroop-Word         Number correct ↑                               89.93 (15.17)                91.54 (15.19)
    Color-Word                                Stroop-ColWd        Number correct ↑                               41.74 (9.76)                 43.93 (8.73)
   WAIS-III--Digit Span                       Digit Span          Number correct ↑                               14.30 (3.67)                 14.14 (2.76)
   WAIS-III--Spatial Span                     Spatial Span        Number correct ↑                               15.83 (3.03)                 15.61 (3.12)
   Adult Trails A                             Trails A            Time (sec) ↓                                   26.43 (10.63)                30.25 (11.42)
   Adult Trails B                             Trails B            Time (sec) ↓                                   65.97 (26.94)                63.10 (23.80)
  Visual-Spatial (3 tests)                                                                                                                    
   Standard Reaction Time                     SRT                 Time (sec) ↓                                   0.74 (0.15)                  0.77 (0.13)
   WAIS III--Digit Symbol                     Digit Symbol        Number correct ↑                               72.02 (16.48)                76.58 (13.85)
   WAIS-III--Symbol Search                    Symbol Search       Number correct ↑                               32.99 (8.82)                 34.59 (8.01)
  Learning & Memory (8 tests)                                                                                                                 
   RAVLT Trial 1--List A                      RAVLT 1             Number correct ↑                               5.62 (1.49)                  6.12 (1.86)
    Trial 5--List A (fifth repetition)        RAVLT 5             Number correct ↑                               11.23 (2.20)                 11.55 (2.23)
    Trial 6--List B                           RAVLT 6             Number correct ↑                               4.73 (1.38)                  5.28 (1.56)
    Trial 7--List A/Post B                    RAVLT 7             Number correct ↑                               9.85 (2.57)                  10.23 (2.48)
    Trial 8--List A after 20′                 RAVLT 8             Number correct ↑                               9.29 (2.73)                  10.08 (2.76)
    Trials 1--5                               RAVLT 1--5          Number correct ↑                               45.41 (9.58)                 48.01 (9.37)
   WMS-III--Visual Reproductions--Immediate   VisRep-Imm          Number correct ↑                               34.69 (4.66)                 36.62 (2.97)
   WMS-III--Visual Reproductions--Delayed     VisRep-Del          Number correct ↑                               32.01 (6.98)                 34.93 (4.02)
  Motor (4 tests)                                                                                                                             
   WRAVMA--Pegs--Dominant Hand                Pegs-Dom            Number Pegs ↑                                  47.35 (8.51)                 49.92 (6.28)
   WRAVMA--Pegs--Non Dominant Hand            Pegs-NonDom         Number Pegs ↑                                  44.37 (7.59)                 45.03 (6.10)
   Finger Tapping--Dominant Hand              FT-Dom              Number Taps ↑                                  52.66 (5.53)                 48.55 (5.83)
   Finger Tapping--Non Dominant Hand          FT-NonDom           Number Taps ↑                                  46.54 (5.79)                 42.53 (5.78)

Arrows show direction of improved performance.

Genotyping Assays {#s5}
-----------------

Genotyping was performed on DNA extracted from buccal cell samples that were obtained from study subjects following completion of the clinical trial (*n* = 199) or from blood samples that were acquired at baseline for blood lead (Pb) assessments (*n* = 152). Genotyping was performed by the Functional Genomics Laboratory of the NIEHS Center for Ecogenetics and Environmental Health at the University of Washington, using commercially available TaqMan Detection System-based genotyping assays (Applied Biosystems, Inc., Hercules, CA) to characterize *COMT* rs4680, rs4633, rs4818, and rs6269 alleles. Subjects evaluated for *COMT* rs4680 were categorized as wild-type (GG), heterozygous (GA) or homozygous mutant (AA); for rs4633 as wild-type (CC), heterozygous (CT), or homozygous mutant (TT); for rs4818 as wild-type (CC), heterozygous (CG), or homozygous mutant (GG); and for rs6269 as wild-type (GG), heterozygous (GA), or homozygous mutant (AA). Substantial numbers of subjects were genotyped as wild-type (WT) or as full homozygous mutant for all four *COMT* variants under evaluation ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, allelic status was dichotomized as either wild-type (WT) or homozygous mutant (Mut) for most analyses, both to limit the number of comparisons and to maximize the potential impact of these variants. SNP descriptions are found at <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/?term=rs4680>, <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/?term=rs4818>, <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/?term=rs4633>, or <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/?term=rs6269>, respectively ([@R32]).

###### 

Study Population Characteristics for Participants at Entry (Baseline) and in Year 2 and Year 7

                                                                          Boys             Girls                                                               
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  Age                                                                     10.17 (.82)      12.22 (.84)      17.15 (.85)      10.14 (.93)      12.15 (.96)      17.06 (1.03)
  School year                                                             4.05 (1.05)      5.78 (1.21)      9.40 (2.05)      4.14 (1.07)      5.91 (1.16)      9.86 (1.51)
  Non-Verbal IQ (at entry only)                                           85.96 (9.96)     ---              ---              85.54 (10.23)    ---              ---
  Urinary mercury concentrations                                                                                                                               
  Unadjusted urinary Hg[^*a*^](#T2-FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}              1.45 (1.13)      2.17 (2.14)      1.86 (5.35)      1.52 (1.13)      2.83 (3.02)      2.37 (2.61)
   *Range*                                                                *(0.04, 7.70)*   *(0.03, 11.5)*   *(.01, 58.3)*    *(0.16, 7.09)*   *(0.01, 15.6)*   *(.01, 15.6)*
  Ln HgU (creatinine corrected)[^*b*^](#T2-FN2){ref-type="table-fn"}      0.89 (0.42)      1.02 (0.49)      0.62 (0.48)      0.94 (0.48)      1.18 (0.57)      0.83 (0.56)
   *Range*                                                                *(0.13, 2.15)*   *(0.04, 2.53)*   *(.005, 3.49)*   *(0.10, 3.20)*   *(.01, 2.81)*    *(.01, 2.79)*
  Calculated cumulative Hg measure[^*c*^](#T2-FN3){ref-type="table-fn"}   ---              ---              2.48 (0.50)      ---              ---              2.74 (0.55)
   *Range*                                                                ---              ---              *(1.32, 4.03)*   ---              ---              *(1.44, 4.13)*

  Distribution               \% (*n*)      \% (*n*)      \% (*n*)     \% (*n*)      \% (*n*)      \% (*n*)
  -------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------ ------------- ------------- ------------
  Total subjects (*n*)       163           159           120          167           152           119
  Caucasian, % (*n*)         74.2% (121)   74.2% (118)   71.7% (86)   71.3% (119)   69.1% (105)   69.7% (83)
  COMT--rs4680                                                                                    
   Wild-type (G/G)           33% (54)      33% (53)      33% (40)     37% (61)      37% (56)      38% (45)
   Heterozygous (G/A)        50% (82)      50% (79)      48% (57)     48% (80)      49% (74)      49% (58)
   Homozygous mutant (A/A)   17% (27)      17% (27)      19% (23)     16% (26)      14% (22)      13% (16)
  COMT--rs4633                                                                                    
   Wild-type (C/C)           31% (51)      31% (50)      32% (38)     38% (63)      38% (58)      39% (46)
   Heterozygous (C/T)        53% (87)      53% (84)      51% (61)     47% (78)      47% (72)      48% (57)
   Homozygous mutant (T/T)   15% (25)      16% (25)      18% (21)     16% (26)      14% (22)      13% (16)
  COMT--rs4818                                                                                    
   Wild-type (C/C)           36% (59)      36% (57)      39% (47)     37% (61)      36% (55)      36% (43)
   Heterozygous (C/G)        49% (80)      50% (79)      48% (58)     46% (76)      46% (70)      45% (54)
   Homozygous mutant (G/G)   15% (24)      14% (23)      13% (15)     18% (30)      18% (27)      18% (22)
  COMT--rs6269                                                                                    
   Wild-type (A/A)           21% (35)      21% (34)      22% (26)     24% (40)      24% (36)      25% (30)
   Heterozygous (A/G)        52% (85)      52% (83)      50% (60)     52% (87)      53% (81)      51% (61)
   Homozygous mutant (G/G)   26% (43)      26% (42)      28% (34)     24% (40)      23% (35)      24% (28)

µg Hg/L.

ln(µg Hg/g creatinine + 1).

ln\[Σµg Hg/g creatinine) + 1\].

Human Subjects Considerations {#s6}
-----------------------------

All parents or guardians of children who participated in the clinical trial gave written consent, and all children provided signed assent, for the treatments and assessments made during the course of the trial, including collection of blood samples. Written consent was also obtained from all participants who provided buccal cell samples for genotyping subsequent to completion of the clinical trial. The study protocols for both the clinical trial and the present genotyping study were approved by the institutional review boards at the University of Lisbon and the University of Washington.

Urinary Mercury Analysis {#s7}
------------------------

A urine sample was collected from each child at baseline of the clinical trial and at each subsequent annual visit to the University of Lisbon School of Dental Medicine for dental, neurologic, and neurobehavioral evaluations. Strictly maintained sterile conditions and handling procedures precluded contamination of urine samples by Hg or any other substance. Analysis of total mercury (Hg) was performed by continuous-flow, cold-vapor spectrofluorometry, as previously described ([@R33]). Urinary creatinine concentrations were measured using a standard colorimetric procedure (Sigma number 555-A; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Urinary Hg concentrations (HgU) were calculated as micrograms per gram creatinine (µg/g creatinine).

Assessment of Hg Exposure {#s8}
-------------------------

In this study, the clinical trial approach was modified in 2 essential ways. First, rather than using the assignment to Hg amalgam or composite treatment groups, a cumulative measure of urinary Hg concentrations (HgU) measured annually for all participants was employed as the measure of Hg exposure. This allowed us to capture the effects of all Hg exposure, whether or not related to dental amalgam. This decision was based on the fact that assignment group accounted for, at most, 17% of the variation in HgU among boys (*r*^2^ = .171) and 15% among girls (*r*^2^ = .154), both occurring in yr 2 of the clinical trial, and indicating considerable background Hg exposure unrelated to dental amalgam. In this regard, because urine may include inorganic Hg derived from dealkylation of ingested methylmercury ([@R34]), fish consumption could constitute a source of urinary Hg observed among subjects in this study. Second, the potential modifying effects of COMT genotype variants on the dose-response effects of Hg exposure, as represented by urinary Hg levels, on neurobehavioral performance were evaluated. Because previous studies ([@R44], [@R42], [@R43]) suggested possible sex-related differences in Hg handling and susceptibility to Hg toxicity, these assessments were conducted independently in boys and girls.

Study Design {#s9}
------------

This study evaluated whether *COMT* allelic status affected the dose-response relationship between urinary Hg concentration and tests of neurobehavioral functions among children who were evaluated annually from baseline through 7 yr of follow-up after initial placement of dental amalgam or composite resin tooth fillings. The wide range in ages of subjects at the beginning of the clinical trial (8--12 yr), duration of the study (which included passage through puberty for most subjects), and associated change in specific tests administered to subjects based upon their age group during the course of the trial (e.g., child versus adult versions of some tests) introduced significant complexity into the interpretation of repeated measures analyses for this study. It was therefore decided to evaluate the *acute* effects of Hg exposure on performance using the concurrent urinary Hg concentrations (HgU) and neurobehavioral test performance measures at the end of the second year of follow-up (yr 2), where mean HgU reached a peak among both boys and girls in the clinical trial cohort and where cumulative effects of Hg would be minimal. Similarly, it was decided to estimate the *chronic* effects of Hg exposure by examining the relationship between a cumulative measure of HgU over the entire study period and performance outcomes during the final study year (yr 7).

The measure of *acute* Hg exposure was calculated as the natural log of HgU adjusted by 1 (ln\[HgU + 1\]). The natural log best accommodates how exposures are distributed biologically, whereas adding 1 minimizes the influence of small changes in HgU at low levels (which could have otherwise dominated the analyses). The measure of *chronic* Hg exposure was evaluated using cumulative HgU calculated as the natural log of the sum of HgU from baseline and each year of follow-up also adjusted by 1 (ln\[ΣHgU) + 1\]). A small number of subjects (28) who were followed for the full 7 years of the clinical trial had missed one or more intermediate annual evaluations. Subjects missing 3 or more evaluations (*n* = 2, both female) were eliminated from the *chronic* exposure analyses. Those missing 1 (*n* = 22, 9 female) or 2 (*n* = 4, 3 female) annual evaluations were included in the *chronic* Hg exposure analyses with their mean HgU concentrations substituted for the missing years. *Chronic* Hg exposure analyses conducted with and without these subjects did not significantly differ. Of note, *acute* and *chronic* measures of Hg exposure have a Pearson correlation of 0.36, indicating that they share only 13% common variance (*r*^2^) and, hence, are not highly correlated.

Statistical Analyses {#s10}
--------------------

The effect of *COMT* gene variants on the dose-response association between Hg exposure and neurobehavioral performance was the principal focus of this study. Thus, our analytical protocol focused on Hg--gene interactions, independently evaluating the impact of allelic status of the *COMT* gene individually and in combination on performance of each behavioral test. In all cases, boys and girls were evaluated independently, as were the effects of *acute* and *chronic* Hg exposures. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Version 19 (IBM®SPSS, Chicago, IL).

Initial analysis was conducted using a full model consisting of Hg exposure (either *acute* or *chronic* as defined earlier), dichotomous allelic status for each gene (WT or Mut), and their interaction terms. Covariates in this model included age at assessment, race, and nonverbal IQ (determined at baseline). All behavioral tests with significant interaction terms were reevaluated for dose-response associations between Hg exposure and test performance independently for subjects with WT or Mut allelic status for each SNP. In these analyses, *p* ≤ .05 was established as the measure of significance. This strategy provides a clear description of Hg dose-response relationships within each genotypic group, where the differences (interactions) can be directly observed.

For those behavioral tests where the initial full model analysis indicated no significant interactions, interaction terms were dropped from the model, and the main effects of Hg exposure and allelic status were evaluated independently for the full cohort of boys or girls.

Additional analyses were conducted to evaluate the possibility that the observed effects of Hg on neurobehavioral functions among subjects genotyped as COMT WT or Mut might be affected by the allelic status of other genes, that is, coproporphyrinogen oxidase (CPOX, rs1131857), metallothionein 1M (MT1M, rs2270837), and metallothionein 2A (MT2A, rs10636), for which previous studies ([@R42], [@R43]) demonstrated increased sensitivity to Hg exposure, with a concern being that these effects might be associated with colinearity among the three gene status variables or shared mechanisms of effect. These analyses were performed as described above but included dummy variables for CPOX WT, CPOX Het/Mut, MT1M WT, MT1M Het/Mut, MT2A WT, and MT2A Het/Mut as additional covariates in the regression models. Using the same analytic approach, all behavioral tests with significant interaction terms were reevaluated for dose-response associations between Hg exposure and test performance independently for subjects with WT or Mut allelic status for each COMT SNP.

Prior to fitting the regression models, the assumptions of the model were examined by scrutinizing the distributions and variances of all cognitive tests and ln(HgU). Most distributions had no significant deviation from normality or inflated variance. After fitting each model, the standardized residuals were examined for statistical outliers. In the rare event that an outlier was found, it was removed and the model was refitted.

Haplotype Construction and Analysis {#s11}
-----------------------------------

Haplotype analyses were restricted to Caucasians, owing to significant differences in allelic frequencies across population groups, particularly those of European and African origin ([@R17]; [@R29]). SNP by SNP linkage disequilibrium (LD) was measured using D′ statistics between each pairwise combination of all four *COMT* SNPs using Haploview V3.32 ([www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/haploview](http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/haploview)). Haploview was employed to create a graphical representation of LD structure ([@R3]). Haplotypes were estimated from genotype data using the PHASE software, with default settings ([@R35]). The order of SNPs in haplotype construction was rs6269, rs4633, rs4818, rs4680, reflecting the order of occurrence from 5′ to 3′ in the COMT gene ([@R13]).

RESULTS {#s12}
=======

The study cohort consisted of 330 children (164 boys and 166 girls) for whom *COMT* rs4680, rs4633, rs4818, and rs6269 allelic status were available from among 507 total subjects enrolled at the start of the clinical trial. Excluded subjects either did not provide a blood sample at the initiation of the study, or were lost to follow-up for acquisition of a buccal cell sample following completion of the trial. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} presents the characteristics of the cohort at entry as well as at yr 2 and 7 of the clinical trial. Both boys and girls averaged 10.1 yr of age, and most were in fourth grade at entry into the study. At entry, 74% of boys and 71% of girls were Caucasian, and both genders had an average nonverbal IQ score of 86. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} also displays the mean "raw" values for urinary Hg concentrations (HgU) and the natural log calculations for the HgU at entry, yr 2, and yr 7 of the clinical trial, as well as the calculated cumulative *chronic* exposure measure for both boys and girls at yr 7, along with the range for each measure. The change in number of total subjects between entry and yr 7 reflects the overall 14% loss to follow-up over the course of the clinical trial. The frequencies of the homozygous common (wild-type, WT), heterozygous (Het), and homozygous mutant (Mut) alleles for boys and girls for each of the four *COMT* variants are also presented.

To preclude the possibility of selection bias in those who provided DNA samples for the present study, neurobehavioral test scores for subjects at baseline and at clinical trial years 2 and 7 for those included in the present analyses were compared, using *t* tests, to all those participating in the clinical trial from which present subjects were drawn. No significant differences at any time point between groups were observed when adjusting for age and gender distribution, IQ, and grade level. These findings militate strongly against selection bias in the present population.

Individual COMT SNP Effects in Relation to *Acute* Hg Exposure {#s13}
--------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} presents results of the *acute* Hg dose-response analyses among boys and girls for each of the four *COMT* SNPs by allelic status (WT and Mut) for each test that (1) had a significant interaction term in the full model analyses and (2) remained significant when reevaluated for dose-response associations between Hg exposure and test performance for subjects who were homozygous for allelic status for each SNP. Results that are significant at *p* ≤ .05 are indicated in **bold**. It is apparent that there are no significant results among either boys or girls having WT status for any of the four SNPs evaluated. Significant interaction terms, then, are defined by significant dose responses among subjects only with Mut status for each SNP.

###### 

*Acute* Hg Dose-Response Effects in Year 2 Among Boys and Girls by WT or Mut Allelic Status for *COMT* SNPs

                                  rs4680         rs4633       rs4818          rs6269                                                                                                                                                                                  
  ------------------------------- -------------- ------------ --------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------ --------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------ -------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------ -------------- -----------------
  Boys                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Attention/Concentration                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   Stroop Test: Color             −1.58 (2.50)   −.09 (.53)   −9.32 (4.09)    **−.44 (.03)**    −1.58 (2.56)   −.09 (.54)   −7.60 (3.70)    **−.42 (.05)**                                                                                                            
   Stroop Test: Word              −3.83 (3.57)   −.15 (.29)   −12.43 (6.21)   **−.39 (.06)**                                                                                                                                                                          
   Stroop Test: Color-Word        1.22 (1.94)    .09 (.54)    −7.92 (2.76)    **−.52 (.009)**   1.35 (1.96)    .10 (.49)    −7.98 (2.73)    **−.52 (.01)**                                                                 3.43 (2.42)    .25 (.17)    −5.31 (2.59)   **−.32 (.05)**
   WAIS-III -- Digit Span         −.56 (.65)     −.12 (.40)   −2.11 (.93)     **−.44 (.03)**    −.58 (.68)     −.13 (.40)   −2.04 (.98)     **−.42 (.05)**                                                                 −.74 (.86)     −.16 (.40)   −1.72 (.79)    **−.34 (.04)**
  Learning & Memory                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   RAVLT--Trial 5: List A         .25 (.64)      .06 (.32)    −2.66 (1.08)    **−.49 (.02)**    .18 (.66)      .04 (.79)    −2.70 (1.06)    **−.49 (.02)**                                                                 −.01 (.78)     −.00 (.99)   −2.00 (.78)    **−.39 (.01)**
   RAVLT--Trial 6: List B         .29 (.37)      .11 (.44)    −1.68 (.69)     **−.49 (.02)**    .22 (.37)      .09 (.56)    −1.65 (.69)     **−.49 (.02)**                                                                                                            
  RAVLT--Trial 7: List A post B   .29 (.76)      .06 (.71)    −2.83 (1.19)    **−.48 (.03)**    .24 (.79)      .04 (.76)    −2.80 (1.16)    **−.48 (.03)**                                                                 −.02 (1.02)    −.00 (.98)   −1.96 (.94)    **−.32 (.04)**
   RAVLT--Trial 8: A post 20′     −.07 (.71)     −.02 (.92)   −3.70 (1.48)    **−.50 (.02)**    −.17 (.72)     −.03 (.82)   −3.69 (1.44)    **−.50 (.02)**                                                                 −.23 (.95)     −.04 (.81)   −2.63 (1.04)   **−.38 (.02)**
   RAVLT--Trials 1--5: Sum        −1.17 (2.13)   −.08 (.58)   −12.21 (4.26)   **−.55 (.01)**    −1.52 (2.13)   −.11 (.48)   −12.38 (4.20)   **−.55 (.008)**                                                                −3.71 (2.47)   −.27 (.14)   −8.41 (3.00)   **−.42 (.008)**
  Motor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
   Finger Tapping -- Dominant                                                                                                                                 −1.40 (1.60)   −.12 (.38)   4.39 (1.71)    ***.51 (.02)***                                              
  Girls                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Attention/Concentration                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
   Stroop Test: Color                                                                                                                                         −.37 (1.84)    −.03 (.84)   8.39 (3.16)    ***.49 (.01)***                                              
   Stroop Test: Word                                                                                                                                          −2.83 (3.58)   −.11 (.43)   11.90 (4.68)   ***.48 (.02)***                                              
   Stroop Test: Color-Word                                                                                                                                    −1.06 (1.53)   .10 (.49)    4.84 (1.85)    ***.49 (.02)***                                              
   Trails A                       3.03 (2.05)    .20 (.15)    7.49 (1.51)     **.77 (.0001)**   2.53 (1.95)    .18 (.20)    6.18 (2.00)     **.60 (.007)**                                                                                                            
   Trails B                       2.53 (3.50)    .10 (.47)    6.52 (2.81)     **.49 (.03)**     2.53 (3.50)    .10 (.47)    6.52 (2.81)     **.49 (.03)**                                                                                                             
  Learning & Memory                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   RAVLT--Trial 6: List B                                                                                                                                                                                                  .73 (.46)      .27 (.12)    .81 (.37)      ***.37 (.04)***

*Note.* Values in **bold** signify p ≤ 0.05 in the direction of impaired performance with increasing Hg exposure. Values in ***bold italics*** signify *p* ≤ .05 in direction of improved performance.

Among boys, those with Mut versions of rs4680 and rs4633 displayed significantly impaired performance on the same eight tests in response to increasing *acute* Hg exposure. These included all five scales of the RAVLT verbal learning tests in the Learning & Memory domain, and three tests in the domain of Attention/Concentration, including Stroop color and color-word tests and the WAIS Digit Span test. Similar significant results were observed among boys genotyped as rs6269 Mut in a subset of six of these tests. Among boys genotyped as rs4818 Mut, only one significant result (Finger Tapping-Dominant), in the Motor domain, was observed, and this result was in the direction of improved performance with Hg exposure (value in bold italics).

The similarity of the results among boys genotyped as having three of these four SNPs can be viewed as consistent with the strong association between occurrences of their variants. As seen in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, there were 25 boys with the rs4633 Mut variant, all of whom shared the rs4680 Mut variant, which occurred in 27 boys. Thus, there was a difference of only two subjects between these groups. These same 25 boys also shared the Mut variant of rs6269, but an additional 18 boys genotyped as rs6269 Mut were not included in groups sharing rs4680 and rs4633 Mut. However, there was not a strong association among boys genotyped as having the rs4818 variant with those having any of these other SNPs.

###### 

Distribution of Three *COMT* Variants Among Boys

                         COMTrs4680                 
  ------------ --------- ------------ ---- -------- --------
  COMTrs4633   C/C       51           0    0        51
               C/T       3            82   2        87
               **T/T**   0            0    **25**   **25**
               Total     54           82   **27**   163
  COMTrs6269   A/A       35           0    0        35
               A/G       16           67   2        85
               **G/G**   3            15   **25**   **43**
               Total     54           82   **27**   163

As presented in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, substantially fewer significant effects of *COMT* genotype were observed among girls in terms of modification of neurobehavioral test results in response to *acute* Hg exposure. No significant associations were observed for WT status and *acute* Hg exposure for any of the 4 SNPs evaluated. In contrast to boys, girls genotyped as having Mut versions of rs4680 or rs4633 displayed significantly impaired Trails A and Trails B test results (Attention/Concentration) with increasing *acute* Hg exposure. Conversely, significant modification of *acute* Hg effects on all three Stroop test results in the direction of improved performance were observed among girls genotyped as rs4818 Mut. Significant but improved performance with increasing *acute* Hg exposure was also observed among girls genotyped as rs6262 Mut for the RAVLT Trial 6 test of Learning & Memory (values in ***bold italics***).

Individual COMT SNP Effects in Relation to *Chronic* Hg Exposure {#s14}
----------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} presents results of the *chronic* Hg dose-response analyses among boys and girls for each of the four *COMT* SNPs by allelic status (WT and Mut) using the same criteria as for [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Results that are significant at *p* ≤ .05 are indicated in **bold.** Similar to findings assessing the effects of genotype in relation to *acute* Hg exposure, almost all significant associations were restricted to subjects having homozygous Mut status for each of the four *COMT* SNPs. Notable, however, were two significant associations among subjects with WT status: one among boys with WT rs4818 (WRAVMA pegs dominant test in the Motor domain), showing impaired performance with *chronic* Hg exposure, and one among girls genotyped as WT rs6269 (Stroop color test in the Attention/Concentration domain) showing improved performance with increasing Hg exposure (value in ***bold italics***). The majority of significant interaction terms, however, are defined by significant dose responses only among subjects with Mut status.

###### 

*Chronic* Hg Dose-Response Effects in Year 7 Among Boys and Girls by WT or Mut Allelic Status for *COMT* SNPs

                                  rs4680         rs4633       rs4818           rs6269                                                                                                                                                                                       
  ------------------------------- -------------- ------------ ---------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------ ---------------- ----------------- -------------- ---------------- ------------- ----------- -------------- ------------------ --------------- ----------------
  Boys                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  Attention/Concentration                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   Stroop Test: Color                                                                            −7.20 (3.94)   −.23 (.18)   −13.79 (6.23)    **−.48 (.04)**                                                                                                                
   WAIS--III -- Spatial Span      −1.24 (.97)    −.21 (.21)   −5.05 (1.95)     **−.52 (.02)**    −1.27 (.99)    −.22 (.21)   −4.58 (1.84)     **−.53 (.02)**                                                                                                                
  Visual--Spatial                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  WAIS--III -- Digit Symbol       −6.74 (5.58)   −.20 (.24)   −32.46 (11.28)   **−.56 (.01)**    −6.76 (5.74)   −.20 (.25)   −35.71 (10.87)   **−.64 (.005)**                                                             −7.96 (8.45)   −.21 (.36)         −17.92 (6.80)   **−.44 (.01)**
   WAIS--III -- Symbol Search     −2.89 (2.28)   −.21 (.21)   −16.49 (5.52)    **−.58 (.008)**   −2.92 (2.30)   −.22 (.21)   −16.19 (5.53)    **−.59 (.01)**                                                              −5.35 (3.11)   −.35 (.10)         −8.48 (3.83)    **−.38 (.04)**
  Motor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
   WRAVMA --Pegs -- Dominant                                                                                                                                    −6.15 (2.50)   **−.36 (.02)**   3.72 (4.84)   .23 (.46)                                                     
  Girls                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Attention/Concentration                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   Stroop Test: Color                                                                                                                                                                                                     8.61 (2.70)    ***.54 (.004)***   6.60 (3.70)     .36 (.09)
   Adult Trails A                 −3.06 (2.57)   −.18 (.24)   9.24 (6.21)      .41 (.16)         −3.08 (2.73)   −.17 (.27)   10.62 (6.46)     .44 (.13)                                                                                                                     
  Learning & Memory                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
   RAVLT -- Trial 8: A post 20′   −.58 (.61)     −.15 (.35)   −2.29 (1.06)     **−.55 (.05)**                                                                                                                                                                               

*Note.* Values in bold signify *p* ≤ 0.05 in the direction of impaired performance with increasing Hg exposure. Values in bold italics signify *p* ≤ .05 in direction of improved performance with increasing Hg exposure.

Among boys, those with Mut versions of rs4680 or rs4633 showed significantly impaired performance of the same four tests that are observed in response to increasing *acute* Hg exposure. These included the Stroop color test and the WAIS Spatial Span test in the Attention/Concentration domain and the Digit-Symbol and Symbol Search tests in the domain of Visual-Spatial acuity. In addition, boys genotyped as having rs6269 Mut showed significantly impaired performance on the Digit Symbol and Symbol Search tests of Visual-Spatial acuity. In contrast, boys genotyped as rs4818 Mut displayed no significant adverse effects on any neurobehavioral test in response to *chronic* Hg exposure.

Among girls, those genotyped as rs4680 Mut displayed significantly impaired performance on the RAVLT Trial 8 test in the Learning-Memory domain. This association, however, was of only borderline significance (*p* = .05).

Analysis of the Potential Contribution of Other Genes to Hg Effects on Neurobehavioral Functions Among Subjects With COMT WT or Mut Allelic Status {#s15}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies ([@R42], [@R43]) reported that boys genotyped as having Het/Mut status with respect to CPOX4, MT1M, and/or MT2M demonstrated increased sensitivity to the adverse effects of Hg exposure on many of the same neurobehavioral tests as observed here among boys with Mut forms of COMT SNPs The possibility was therefore tested that Het/Mut variants of CPOX or MT might alter the observed dose-response effects of Hg observed on neurobehavioral performance among subjects with COMT Mut status. As shown in Table S1 (Supplementary Materials), inclusion of CPOX WT, CPOX Het/Mut, MT1M WT, MT1M Het/Mut, MT2A WT, and MT2A Het/Mut as covariates in the regression models had only modest effects when evaluated in relation to *acute* Hg exposure on neurobehavioral performance, with the principal effect being a decrease the significance of the interactions terms for two tests of Attention/Concentration (Stroop Color-Word, Digit Span) and one test of Learning & Memory (RAVLT Trial 7) among boys with Mut COMT rs4680, rs4633 and/or rs6269 status. In addition, girls genotyped as having Mut versions of COMT rs4680 or rs4633 had less significantly impaired Trails A and Trails B test results in response to *acute* Hg exposure when the allelic status of CPOX and MT genes was included in the regression model. Similar slight changes were observed when evaluating the effects of CPOX and MT allelic status on *chronic* Hg dose-response effects on neurobehavioral functions among boys and girls with or without COMT variants (Table S2, Supplementary Materials).

Haplotype Analysis {#s16}
------------------

Haploview was used to create a graphical representation of linkage disequilibrium (LD) structure. As shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the four *COMT* SNPs were found to be in strong LD with each other, forming a single haplotype block. Seven haplotypes were detected within this block (GCGG~val~, ATCA~met~, ACCG~val~, GCCG~val~, GCCA~met~, GTGG~val~, and GTCG~val~), having frequencies (SE) of 0.444 (0.032), 0.435 (0.032), 0.078 (0.018), 0.038 (0.013), 0.004 (0.004), 0.001 (0.001), and 0.001 (0.001), respectively. These haplotypes correspond to those previously identified ([@R13]; [@R30]) and are consistent with haplotypes associated with populations of European descent ([@R17]). The two haplotypes of highest frequency (GCGG~val~ and ATCA~met~) were evaluated with respect to modification of Hg effects on neurobehavioral test performance among boys and girls. Of note, COMT activity in cells transfected with *COMT* cDNA clones corresponding to GCGG~val~ was 4.8-fold higher than that in cells transfected with clones corresponding to ACTA~met~ ([@R13]). As shown in [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}, we observed no modification of *acute* Hg effects on neurobehavioral test performance among either boys or girls genotyped as haplotype GCGG~val~-GCGG~val~ (Group A). In contrast, among subjects genotyped as haplotype ATCA~met~-ATCA~met~ (Group B), significant adverse effects were noted in response to *acute* Hg exposure within domains of Attention/Concentration and Learning & Memory among boys, and within domains of Attention/Concentration and Motor Function among girls. Similarly, when effects of haplotypes A and B were evaluated in relation to *chronic* Hg exposure ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}), no significant modification of *chronic* Hg effects were found on neurobehavioral test performance among either boys or girls genotyped as GCGG~val~-GCGG~val~ (Group A), but significant impairment of tests of both Attention/Concentration and Visual-Spatial acuity among boys genotyped as ATCA~met~-ATCA~met~ was noted. The Group B haplotype, therefore, appears to be associated with increased sensitivity to the adverse effects of both *acute* and *chronic* Hg exposure on neurobehavioral functions, principally among boys.

![Haplotype block structure of the *COMT* gene in study subjects. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) plot statistics of rs6269, rs4633, rs4818, and 4680. L1 = Locus 1; L2 = Locus 2; D′ = D prime, a measure of pairwise LD; LOD (logarithm of odds) = LOD score; *r*^2^ = goodness of fit. Haplotype block structure is as depicted by Haploview. Values for D′ (×100) are shown in shaded cells; cells with D′ = 1.00 are shaded without values indicated.](uteh77_293_f1){#F1}

###### 

*Acute* Hg Dose-Response Effects Among Boys and Girls With ACGG (Group A) or GTCA (Group B) *COMT* haplotype

                                       Haplotype                                  
  ------------------------------------ ------------- ------------ --------------- -----------------
  Boys                                                                            
  Attention/Concentration                                                         
   Stroop Test: Color-Word             4.62 (2.95)   .34 (.13)    −8.38 (3.25)    **−.53 (.02)**
   WAIS--III Digit Span                −.92 (.77)    −.27 (.24)   −2.43 (1.01)    **−.50 (.03)**
  Learning & Memory                                                               
   RAVLT--Trial 5: List A              .84 (.84)     .23 (.32)    −2.55 (1.16)    **−.47 (.04)**
   RAVLT--Trial 6: List B              −.07 (.53)    −.03 (.90)   −1.48 (.70)     **−.46 (.05)**
   RAVLT--Trial 8: A post 20′          1.03 (1.01)   .23 (.32)    −3.17 (1.51)    **−.45 (.05)**
   RAVLT--Trials 1--5: Sum             −.28 (2.93)   −.02 (.92)   −11.79 (4.61)   **−.53 (.02)**
  Girls                                                                           
  Attention                                                                       
   Trails A                            3.32 (3.47)   .21 (.36)    6.96 (1.78)     **.74 (.002)**
  Motor                                                                           
   Finger Tapping--Non-Dominant Hand   −.27 (1.93)   −.03 (.89)   −4.18 (1.30)    **−.66 (.007)**
   WRAVMA--Pegs--Dominant Hand         1.84 (2.06)   .21 (.38)    −.60 (2.27)     **−.07 (.80)**

*Note.* Values in **bold** signify *p* ≤ .05 with increasing Hg exposure.

###### 

*Chronic* Hg Dose-Response Effects Among Boys and Girls With ACGG (Group A) or GTCA (Group B) *COMT* Haplotype

                             Haplotype                                    
  -------------------------- -------------- ------------ ---------------- -----------------
  Boys                                                                    
  Attention/Concentration                                                 
   Stroop Test: Color        −3.87 (7.11)   −.16 (.60)   −13.08 (6.39)    **−.47 (.06)**
   WAIS--III--Spatial Span   .56 (1.29)     .13 (.87)    −4.89 (1.84)     **−.57 (.02)**
  Visual-Spatial                                                          
   WAIS-III--Digit Symbol    .80 (11.16)    .02 (.94)    −32.90 (10.25)   **−.64 (.006)**
   WAIS-III--Symbol Search   −.30 (4.16)    −.02 (.94)   −16.70 (5.71)    **−.60 (.01)**

*Note.* Values in **bold** signify *p* ≤ .05 with increasing Hg exposure.

[Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate graphically the effects of Group B haplotype on representative tests of Learning & Memory (RAVLT Trials Sum 1--5) and Visual-Spatial acuity (WAIS-III Adult Digit Symbol) in relation to *acute* and *chronic* Hg exposure, respectively, among boys. These analyses demonstrate that for either test, Hg exposure accounted for less than 1% of performance variance among boys with Not Group B haplotype status, but for 12.6% (RAVLT Sum Trials 1--5) and 27.0% (Digit Symbol) of performance variance among boys with the Group B haplotype (based on regression *r*^2^).

![Associations between performance on the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) Trials 1--5: Sum of Learning & Memory and *acute* Hg exposure among boys. Scatter plots and simple linear regression fit lines of RAVLT Trials 1--5: Sum test scores by *acute* Hg exposure (ln\[HgU + 1\]) are plotted to distinguish boys with the *COMT* Group B haplotype Mut (ATCA~met~-ATCA~met~) (open circles, solid line) versus those with Not Group B haplotype status (closed circles, dashed line). The linear slope *r*^2^ values for Group B and Not Group B are .126 and 2.562E-4, respectively (*p* \< .02). Thus, while *acute* Hg exposure explains 12.6% of the performance variation among boys with the Group B haplotype, Hg explains virtually no variation among those with Not Group B status.](uteh77_293_f2){#F2}

![Associations between performance on the WAIS-III Digit Symbol test of Visual-Spatial acuity and *chronic* cumulative Hg exposure among boys. Scatter plots and simple linear regression fit lines of WAIS-III Digit Symbol test scores by *chronic* cumulative Hg exposure (ln\[(ΣHgU) + 1\]) are plotted to distinguish boys with the *COMT* Group B haplotype Mut (ATCA~met~-ATCA~met~) (open circles, solid line) versus those with Not Group B haplotype status (closed circles, dashed line). Linear slope *r*^2^ values for Group B and Not Group B are .270 and .007, respectively (*p* \< .006). Thus, while *chronic* Hg exposure explains 27% of the performance variation among boys with the Group B haplotype, it explains less than 1% of variation among those with Not Group B status.](uteh77_293_f3){#F3}

Summary of Findings {#s17}
-------------------

COMT rs4680 gene status, whether individually or in haplotype configuration, was found to modify the adverse effects of Hg exposure on a wide range of neurobehavioral test rests among boys. All of these effects were in the direction of impaired performance and spanned three of four neurobehavioral domains, including Attention/Concentration, Learning & Memory and Visual Spatial acuity. These highly consistent associations, affecting half of the tests evaluated, along with the absence of any significant interactions between Hg exposure and COMT wild-type status, are highly compelling and argue strongly against chance observations.

DISCUSSION {#s18}
==========

Recent studies ([@R42], [@R43]) described polymorphisms of coproporphyrinogen oxidase (*CPOX4* rs1131857) and metallothionein (*MT1M* rs2270837 and *MT2A* rs10636) that significantly modified the adverse effects of Hg exposure on a wide variety of neurobehavioral functions in children, principally boys. The present studies provide further evidence of genetic susceptibility to Hg toxicity in children in describing significant modification of Hg effects on multiple neurobehavioral functions among boys with the common rs4680 mutant variant of the *COMT* gene, as well as among those sharing a haplotype comprising the mutant allele of rs4680, that is, ATCA~met~-ATCA~met~, common to approximately 17% of subjects in the present study population. This report is the first to our knowledge to describe significant modification of the adverse effects of Hg exposure on multiple neurobehavioral functions by genetic variants of *COMT* in children and adolescents.

Comparable distributions of the three most common haplotypes (GCGG~val~, ATCA~met~, and ACCG~val~) as defined by [@R30] were found in this population, although low numbers of subjects precluded our evaluation of ACCG~val~ as a modifier of Hg effects on neurobehavioral performance. Analysis of Hg effects associated with haplotypes GCGG~val~ and ATCA~met~ confirmed significantly increased susceptibility to Hg neurotoxicity among subjects having the ATCA~met~-ATCA~met~ (Group B) haplotype, but not the GCGG~val~-GCGG~val~ (Group A), consistent with effects associated with the Mut form of rs4680. Moreover, the effects of SNPs rs4633 and rs6269 (but not rs4818) were largely comparable to those of rs4680 when evaluated individually as modifiers of Hg effects on neurobehavioral functions. Because rs4633 and rs6269 are in high LD with rs4680 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), these SNPs are likely to be highly statistically correlated with rs4680 and might therefore be considered as biomarkers of susceptibility to Hg toxicity rather than as directly causal in these effects. Together, these observations suggest that although the other SNPs comprising the ATCA~met~-ATCA~met~ haplotype may affect the level of *COMT* expression, the rs4680 met^158^ met is predominantly involved in modification of the Hg effects on neurobehavioral functions. This might be expected if such effects occur as a consequence of Hg^2+^ binding with thiol constituents of the met enzyme, as suggested by the dose-response effects observed. Of note, no significant main effects of Hg, that is, effects in the absence of association with the met rs4680 allele, were found.

The mechanisms by which genetic variants of *COMT* modify behavior and/or exacerbate the adverse effects of Hg on neurobehavioral functions remain to be delineated. The adverse effects of *COMT* allelic variants, particularly the homozygous met^158^ variant of rs4680, on the association of neurobehavioral test performance and Hg exposure were observed primarily on tests of working memory, attentional control, and perceptual cognition---functions that are most predominantly associated with the prefrontal cortex, in which COMT-mediated enzymatic methylation is principally responsible for reduction in extracellular DA levels ([@R46]). Because of this greater dependence of the prefrontal cortex on COMT to deactivate DA in comparison with other brain regions, the met allele of *COMT* exerts a predominant effect on the DA system of the prefrontal cortex ([@R12]). Moreover, studies in humans and other species demonstrated that there is an inverted U-shaped function of optimal dopaminergic signaling ([@R19]), such that too little or too much DA results in diminished performance on cognitive tasks that are dependent on the prefrontal cortex ([@R15]; [@R28]). In this context, children who are homozygous for the *COMT* rs4680 met^158^ allele were found to perform better on prefrontal-dependent tasks than those homozygous for the val^158^ version ([@R12]), suggesting a beneficial effect of increased DA associated with the slower deactivating met enzyme. This so-called "met advantage" can be disrupted by administration of chemicals or stressors that move met allele carriers over the apex of the inverted U-shaped function of optimal DA signaling ([@R2]). As suggested earlier, preferential inhibition of the S-containing met form of COMT by Hg, as might be expected in light of the extraordinarily high thiol-binding affinity of Hg^2+^ ([@R14]), might produce comparable adverse effects, as observed here on tests of neurobehavioral function among met-met carriers in relation to Hg exposure. Of note, direct inhibition of COMT in rodent brain by Hg compounds in vitro was reported ([@R39]; [@R40]), although differential effects of Hg on expressed COMT genetic variants have not been described. In addition, although not included herein, few significant effects of Hg on neurobehavioral functions were found among subjects genotyped as heterozygous for rs4680 (val^158^ met), consistent with the view that susceptibility to Hg toxicity, at the level of exposure experienced by subjects in this study, is a function of the availability of the fully mutant (met^158^ met) form of COMT.

Alternatively, Hg might act independently of inhibition of COMT enzyme activity via effects on other components of the cortical dopaminergic system. Studies show that met COMT enhances the stability of working memory traces via dopamine D1 receptors in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and that local injection of selective D1 receptor antagonists impairs performance on tasks that are dependent on this region ([@R7]). Hg may act similarly as a D1 receptor antagonist to mediate the effects observed. Of note, [@R6] demonstrated decreased D1 receptor density in rat cortex following prolonged perinatal exposure to Hg as MeHg, consistent with this view. While these observations provide scientific rationale for the diminished neurobehavioral performance observed here among boys with variants of *COMT* and Hg exposure, further studies are required to define the specific mechanisms underlying this association.

Notably, no substantial modification of Hg effects on neurobehavioral functions among subjects genotyped as COMT WT or Mut was found when controlling for CPOX4 and MT1M/MT2A allelic status in the analysis. These observations suggest that these other variants are not confounding the observed results and hence do not act in concert to modify the effects of Hg on neurobehavioral functions observed among subjects genotyped as COMT Mut. These findings are not altogether unexpected in the case of coproporphyrinogen oxidase, inasmuch as deficits in heme signaling associated with CPOX4 Het/Mut that are further exacerbated by Hg exposure are implicated in the impaired neurological functions observed ([@R29]; [@R42]). It is noted also that among boys genotyped as CPOX4 Het/Mut, a substantially greater number of significantly impaired test results were observed in relation *chronic* as compared with *acute* Hg exposure, whereas among those genotyped as COMT Mut, substantially more impaired findings were seen among those with *acute* rather than *chronic* Hg exposure. These findings suggest a clear delineation of mechanisms underlying the adverse effects of Hg on neurobehavioral functions, by age and/or duration of Hg exposure, among subjects with CPOX4 Het/Mut versus those with COMT Mut status, respectively. Similarly, MT effects were found predominantly in relation to *chronic* Hg exposure, again delineated from those observed among subjects genotyped as COMT Mut. A comparable lack of substantial modification of Hg effects on neurobehavioral functions was found among subjects genotyped as CPOX4 Het/Mut when controlling for COMT and MT1M/MT2A allelic status, or among subjects genotyped as either MT1M/MT2A when controlling for CPOX and COMT allelic status in the analysis (data not presented). Overall, these findings do not support confounding associated with any of the genotypes evaluated, nor do they suggest a common pathway through which these variants act to modulate the adverse neurobehavioral effects observed. Further studies utilizing genome-wide genotyping and pathway enrichment analyses are planned to more fully define the genetic basis of Hg exposure risk and to identify core pathways and/or neural networks underlying this effect.

As in previous studies ([@R42], [@R43]), notable differences were observed between boys and girls in the effects of Hg exposure and genetic variants of *COMT* on neurobehavioral test performance in this study. In this regard, clear gender differences in COMT activities and DA levels in the prefrontal cortex and other tissues have been described (Harrison and Tunbridge, 2011). Moreover, *COMT* is transcriptionally downregulated by estrogen ([@R45]), such that overall COMT activity in prefrontal cortex and other tissues is about 30% lower in females than in males ([@R5]). This diminished COMT activity translates to about 30% higher baseline DA levels in females than males. [@R11] has suggested that this gender differential may correspond to females having near optimal baseline DA levels, that is, being close to the apex of the inverted U-shaped dopaminergic signaling curve, but males having somewhat too low baseline DA, such that male performance improves when DA levels are slightly increased, whereas female performance does not. In this context, having the met form of *COMT*, which elevates cortical DA levels, would benefit males but not females on DA-dependent tasks. Consistent with this suggestion, males genotyped as *COMT* met do, in fact, demonstrate improved performance on tasks dependent on the prefrontal cortex, whereas met females do not ([@R11]). The present findings of impaired performance with Hg exposure among boys but not girls genotyped as met-met are also consistent with this suggestion, since under these circumstances, inhibition of COMT met enzyme activity by Hg should be detrimental to boys (by inhibiting the met enzyme associated with improved performance), but of no adverse consequence or even beneficial to girls (by lowering DA concentrations to more optimal levels). Further studies are required to confirm this possibility. The sexually divergent responses to Hg exposure and genetic disposition observed in the present study highlight the importance of considering such differences in development of strategies aimed at risk assessment and prevention, especially in children.

In conclusion, the present studies demonstrate significant adverse effects of a relatively common genetic variant of *COMT* rs4680, either individually or within haplotype configuration, on neurobehavioral functions associated with Hg exposure among children, principally boys. These findings extend previous observations describing altered genetic susceptibility to the adverse neurobehavioral effects of Hg exposure in children, and may have important public health implications for future strategies aimed at protecting children and adolescents from the potential health risks associated with Hg exposure.
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